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Abstract

316L stainless steel samples were passivated in NaClO containing solutions in order to simulate 

disinfection processes. Passive films were grown at the open circuit potential by immersion in 

NaClO aqueous solutions at different concentrations and temperature in order to understand, how 

exposure to aggressive environments could affect subsequent corrosion resistance of SSs. In the 

attempt to study the passive film growth mechanism, in-situ Open Circuit Potential measurements 

were performed in the same growth solutions. Photoelectrochemical and impedance investigation of 

passive films was carried out in order to link their solid state properties with their corrosion 

behaviour.
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1 - Introduction 

Due to their mechanical properties and corrosion resistance, stainless steels are the most employed 

materials in food and pharmaceutical industries, where severe regulations relating to contamination 

of processed fluids and a highly awareness regarding health and safety of consumers are required. 

In order to avoid contaminations due to the occurrence of corrosion phenomena and to eliminate 

bacteria, viruses and spoilage microorganisms from surfaces and equipment, Cleaning, Disinfection 

and Sanitization operations are usually employed thanks to the physical action of high velocity flow 

jet spray, agitation and chemical action of cleaning agents enhanced by high temperature [1]. 

Storage vessels and distribution systems for purified water and clean steam in pharmaceutical 

industry can show red brown to dark violet deposits called rouge due to their visual appearance. 

Rouging can occur to different degree and according to different mechanisms [2-3]. Class I rouging 

occurs when rouge is a deposited corrosion product mainly constituted by iron oxi-hydroxides. 



Class II rouge occurs when an adherent corrosion product originates in-situ on un-passivated or 

improperly passivated stainless steel surfaces, and it is promoted by Cr dissolution. Finally, Class 

III rouge is the result of an iron oxide corrosion product called magnetite (blue or black), usually 

formed on SS surfaces in high-temperature steam systems.

Sodium hypochlorite is the most widely used chemical in the food industry for the removal of 

organic soils (cleaning) and control of microbes (disinfection) in a single process. According to the 

literature [4-8], the disinfection is due to the penetration of HClO into microbial cell across their 

wall and membrane inhibiting the enzyme activity essential to the growth and damaging the 

membrane and DNA. The cleaning action of sodium hypochlorite is based on the synergism of the 

oxidizing power of ClO- and the ability of OH- to dissolve organic soils. A role is also played by the 

temperature [9-11].

The concentration of un-dissociated HClO and ClO- are pH dependent according to the following 

relationships:

HClO = ClO- + H+

log [ClO-]/[HClO] = - 7.49 + pH

Thus, [HClO] << [ClO-] in alkaline solution. The concentration of NaClO has a direct impact on the 

pH of the solution but also on the possible disinfection activity. This explains why there are several 

works investigating the effect of NaClO solution with different concentration on their cleaning and 

disinfection activity. In spite the large interest of these aspects, there are just a few works focusing 

on the effect of NaClO solution on the corrosion resistance of stainless steel [12-16].

This work aims to investigate the effect of disinfection and/or cleaning of AISI 316L by 

hypochlorite solution on its corrosion behaviour as a function of NaClO concentration, pH and 

temperature. Electrochemical, photoelectrochemical and impedance measurements are carried out 

to study the change in the passive film composition as a function of immersion time in the 

cleaning/disinfection solution. The investigation is also supported by X-ray Photoelectron 

Spectroscopy.

2 - Experimental

Passive films were grown by immersion at open circuit potential on 316L/EN 1.4404 (0.02 wt.% C, 

18 wt.% Cr, 10 wt.% Ni, 3 wt.% Mo, Fe balance) stainless steel. Samples were passivated in 60 

mgL-1 (~ 8.1 10-4 M, pH ~ 8.5), 6 gL-1 (~ 8.1 10-2 M, pH ~ 10.8), and 60 gL-1 (~ 0.81 M, pH ~ 11.4) 

NaClO containing solutions for different immersion time (15 h, 24 h and 168 h) both at room 



temperature and 45 °C. The aforementioned solutions were prepared by diluting a pure ~ 10% vol. 

NaClO solution. SS coupons were mechanically treated using grinding papers from P120 up to 

P1200 grit and were finally polished with a mixture of water, soap and ethanol coupled with 6µm 

and 1µm grinding papers in order to obtain a mirror surface finishing. SSs coupons were finally 

ultrasonically cleaned in ethanol and rinsed with deionized water. In-situ potential vs. time curves 

were recorded for 168 hours in the investigated solutions at both temperatures in order to study the 

early passivation stage and therefore to estimate the corrosion potential (Ecorr) of 316L in the 

mimicking environments. Current vs. potential curves for passive films grown on 316L samples 

after different immersion time were recorded in 0.1 M Ammonium Biborate (ABE, pH ~ 8) 

aqueous solutions by sweeping the potential at 1 mV s-1 in the anodic direction from hydrogen 

evolution reaction. Photoelectrochemical characterization was carried out in 0.1 M ABE aqueous 

solutions using a 450 W  xenon lamp, coupled with a monochromator, allowing irradiation 

of the specimen through a quartz window. A two phase, lock-in amplifier, with a mechanical 

chopper, enables separation of the photocurrent, Iph, from the total current in the cell. Photocurrent 

vs wavelength curves for  400 nm were recorded using a 400 nm cut off filter. 

XPS analysis was carried out using a Physical Electronics 5600 spectrometer (PHI 5600 XPS 

device) with a monochromated Al  radiation (1486.6 eV, 300 W) and a take-off angle of the 

emitted photoelectrons of 45° relative to the surface. Charging of the sample was corrected by using 

the C1s signal. Background subtraction and data evaluation were done by the MultiPak-Software 

(MultiPakV6.1A, 99 June 16, copyright Physical Electronics Inc., 1994–1999). The following core 

levels were analysed: Fe 2p, Cr 2p and O 1s. No peaks were detected in the Mo 3d and Ni 2p core 

level regions showing that Mo and Ni from the substrate are fully attenuated by the surface oxide 

film and that, if present in the oxide layer, their contents are below the detection limit of XPS ( 0.5 

at%). Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) data were obtained using a Zahner Elektrik 

IM6ex controlled by a computer via Thales software. Impedance measurements were recorded at 

the open circuit potential in 0.1 M ABE (pH ~ 8) aqueous solutions by applying a sinusoidal signal 

of amplitude 10 mV over the frequency range 0.1 Hz – 100 kHz. Open circuit potential was 

recorded for 1 hour before recording EIS spectra. Experimental data were finally fitted by Thales 

software. A three-electrode arrangement was used, consisting of the specimen as working electrode, 

Pt as the counter and a silver/silver chloride (E0 = 0.215 V/SHE) as reference electrode. 

Photoelectrochemical and impedance measurements were recorded in an exploited potential range 

narrow to the open circuit potential in order to not modify passive films composition due to anodic 

polarization.

after different immersion time were recorded in 0.1 M Ammonium Biborate (ABE, pH ~ 8) 



3 - Results and discussion

To monitor the passive film properties as a function of the immersion time, AISI 316L coupons 

were immersed in NaClO solutions of different concentrations at room temperature and at 45°C. 

Figure 1 shows the open circuit potential vs immersion time plots recorded for 316L samples 

immersed in hypochlorite solution of different NaClO concentrations (and thus pH). At room 

temperature (see Figure 1a) an open circuit potential close to ~ 0.2 V vs. Ag/AgCl was measured in 

60 mg L-1 solution (pH ~ 8.5) after 168 h of immersion. More anodic values were measured in 6 g 

L-1 (pH ~ 10.8) and 60 g L-1 (pH ~ 11.4) solutions reaching 0.45 and 0.62 V vs. Ag/AgCl, 

respectively, after 168 h of immersion. This can be explained by the very high oxidizing potential of 

highly concentrated NaClO solution. Indeed, in aerated ClO- containing solution the possible 

cathodic processes can be:

Cl- + H2O = ClO- + 2H+ + 2e- (1a)

Ueq = 1.715 - 0.0591pH + 0.0295log (ClO-/Cl-) (V vs. SHE)

Cl2 + 2H2O = 2ClO- + 4H+ + 2e- (1b)

Ueq = 2.036 - 0.1182pH + 0.0295log ((ClO-)2/(Cl2)) (V vs. SHE)

4OH- = O2 + 2H2O + 4e- (1c)

Ueq = 1.23 - 0.059pH (V vs. SHE)

The corresponding equilibrium potentials, reported in table 1, show that hypochlorite reduction is 

thermodynamically favourable with respect to O2 reduction. This shifts the corrosion potential 

toward more anodic values with respect to those measured at the same pH in ClO- free solution. 

According to [17-18], corrosion potentials of 0 V vs. Ag/AgCl at pH ~ 8.4 and of - 0.5 V vs. 

Ag/AgCl at pH ~ 13 were measured for 316L samples. At the lowest ClO- concentration (i.e. 60 mg 

L-1 and pH ~ 8.5), the resulting Ecorr falls in the passive region according to Fig. S1, while at higher 

hypochlorite concentration the corrosion potentials are very close or higher than the equilibrium 

potential for Cr2O3 oxidation to chromate ions, since the early stage of immersion with consequent 

dissolution of Cr species from the passive film (see table 2). For the latter, Ecorr increases 

monotonically with immersion time, so that also O2 evolution becomes thermodynamically possible 

after 168 hours of immersion.

When the NaClO solution is at 45°C, a slightly lower corrosion potential is measured in 60 mg L-1

solution, while more anodic values (up to 0.8 V vs Ag/AgCl) were measured in 6 and 60 g L-1

solutions (see Figure 1b). The equilibrium potential for 1a, 1b and 1c at 45°C are not far from those 

at room temperature, since very low temperature coefficient can be estimated for the corresponding 

Ag/AgCl at pH ~ 13 were measured for 316L samples. At the lowest ClO- concentration (i.e. 60 mg 

L-1-1 and pH ~ 8.5), the resulting E and pH ~ 8.5), the resulting Ecorr falls in the passive region according to Fig. S1, while at higher corr



reactions [19]. Thus, Ecorr is significantly higher than the chromate formation potential and, for long 

immersion time, for oxygen evolution.

Fig. 2 and Fig 3 show Fe 2p3/2, Cr 2p3/2 and O 1s core level spectra after 168 h of immersion time in 

all passivating solutions at room temperature and at 45 °C. For the samples immersed at room 

temperature in 60 mg L-1 and 6 g L-1 of NaClO solution the Fe 2p3/2 core level spectra exhibit a 

peak at ~ 710 eV associated to Fe3+ in the surface oxide layer [20]. In the case of sample immersed 

in 60 g L-1 of NaClO solution, a shift of this peak toward higher binding energy (~ 712 eV) is 

evident and can be associated to the presence of Fe3+ hydroxide in the surface oxide layer [20]. It is 

important to mention that for the sample after 168 h of immersion in 60 mg L-1 of NaClO solution, 

a weak peak at ~ 707 eV related to metallic Fe is detected [20]. This experimental finding suggests 

the formation of a very thin passive film that does not allow to fully attenuating the photoelectrons 

emitted by the substrate. Cr 2p3/2 core level spectra exhibit a peak at ~ 576 eV related to the Cr3+ in 

the surface oxide layer [20]. No Cr+6 peaks are detected. For 60 g L-1 of NaClO solution a reduction 

of the peak intensity occurs, associated to a reduction of chromium content in the surface oxide 

layer. O 1s core level spectra exhibit one peak at ~ 530 eV that is related to O  and one peak at ~ 

532 eV that is related to OH . For the samples immersed in 60 mg L-1 and 6 g L-1 of NaClO 

solution, the O2- peak is higher with respect to OH . In the case of 60 g L-1 of NaClO solution, an 

increase of the OH- with respect to O2- peak is evident, relating to an increase of hydroxide content 

in the surface oxide layer in agreement with the Fe 2p3/2 core level spectra evidence.

The same peaks are present for the samples immersed in 60 mg L-1 and 6 g L-1 of NaClO solution at 

45°C. In the case of 60 g L-1 of NaClO solution at 45°C, it is important to stress the absence of peak 

related to Cr3+ in the surface oxide layer and the increase of OH- peak suggesting the hydration of 

the iron oxide on the surface.

Notably, we have calculated the intensity ratio between the principal peaks related to Fe and Cr in 

order to understand, if long exposure to chlorine environments could affect passive films 

composition and therefore electronic properties and corrosion resistance of passive layers (see table 

3). According to the atomic composition of the passive layers grown on 316L surface after 168 h 

exposure, Cr/Fe ratio was calculated at both temperatures. A lower ratio was found by increasing 

the NaClO amount in disinfectant solutions. The same was found after long immersion time at 45 

°C. This experimental finding suggests that the use of highly chlorine concentrated solutions cause 

iron enrichment in passive layers. due to chromium dissolution after long immersion time.

Soon after immersion in NaClO solution, polarization curves were recorded in a non-aggressive 

solution (0.1 M ABE), in order to get further information on the passive film formed during the 



immersion in disinfection solutions. The passivity current is not strongly influenced by immersion 

time for 60 mg L-1 NaClO solution even at 45°C (see Fig. 4), and the effect is also negligible for 6 g 

L-1 solution at room temperature (see Fig. 5a). Conversely, at 45°C in 6 g L-1 and for 60 g L-1

solution at room temperature and 45°C, the passivity current is very low. Moreover, the peak 

current corresponding to Cr dissolution as Cr(VI) for passive film formed after 168 h in 60 g L-1

solution at 45°C becomes almost negligible suggesting a strong chromium depletion in the film (see 

Fig.6b). 

In order to study the passive films composition and their electronic properties (band gap, 

conductivity type), photoelectrochemical measurements were carried out. Fig. 7a-b shows the 

photocurrent spectra recorded in 0.1 M ABE solution at UE = 0.15 V vs. SSC (close to the open 

circuit potential in this solution) for passive films grown after 168 h of immersion in 60 mg L-1, 6 g 

L-1 and 60 g L-1 at room temperature. According to Pourbaix Diagram at this potential and at this 

pH, the chromium oxide is thermodynamically stable. For passive film grown at pH 10.8 and 11.4, 

a photocurrent tail was also recorded for  400 nm using a 400 nm cut off filter. Assuming non 

direct optical transitions, it is possible to estimate the band gap values shown in Figure 7c-d, as also 

reported in previous works [18, 21], according to the following equation:

(Qph
0.5  – Eg) (1)

where, for photon energy in the vicinity of band gap, Qph, the photocurrent yield, is proportional to 

the light absorption coefficient, hv is the photon energy and Eg is the optical band gap. 

The same photoelectrochemical investigation was carried out for passive films grown on 316L SS 

in the same passivation solutions at 45 °C. According to photocurrent spectra reported in Fig. 8a-b, 

passive films grown after 168 h of exposure at 45 °C in 6 g L-1 and 60 g L-1 are more photoactive 

than that grown at room temperature and a red shift of the light absorption threshold is evident. 

Band gaps of passive films grown at the open circuit potential after different immersion times at 

different NaClO concentrations are listed in Tab. 4. Eg values are lower with respect to the band gap 

of Cr2O3 [18] as well as with respect to that estimated for the native oxide film (Eg close to 3.0 eV, 

[17, 21]. For passive films formed on AISI 316L in 60 mg L-1 at room temperature Eg ~ 2.85 eV 

almost independent on the immersion time, supporting the formation of an iron containing 

chromium oxide [18]. Slightly lower values were estimated for passive films grown at 45°C that 

can be explained by the formation of a more hydrated layer in agreement with the XPS results. 

The band gap values estimated at higher NaClO concentrations at both room temperature and 45°C 

are significantly lower, suggesting the formation of iron rich hydrated passive films. Indeed, a band 

 [18] as well as with respect to that estimated for the native oxide film (E

Fig.6b). 



gap value close to that reported for FeOOH [22] and band gap value ranging from 1.9 to 2.2 eV are 

reported for Fe2O3 [21, 23]. 

In order to check the sign of photocurrent and the conductivity type of the passive films, current vs 

time curves were recorded at UE = 0.15 V vs SSC in 0.1 M ABE solution, by manually chopping 

sample irradiation under monochromatic light  = 280 nm). According to the current transient 

reported in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, passive films grown on mechanically treated 316L SS samples after 

168 h of immersion in the investigated solutions at both temperatures are n-type semiconductors, 

thus they are stable against anodic dissolution unless the presence of highly oxidizing species push 

them working under transpassive conditions. Anodic photocurrent spikes were measured at higher 

sodium hypochlorite concentrations, as expected for iron oxide layers [21].

EIS spectra were recorded in a slightly alkaline non-aggressive solution (0.1 M ABE) at the open 

circuit potential (UOC ~ 0.1 V vs. SSC) in order to minimize the change in the films due to 

polarization. Fig. 11 shows the impedance spectra in the Nyquist representation as a function of 

NaClO concentration after 168 h of immersion at room temperature and at 45°C. EIS spectra of 

native oxide grown on 316L by air exposure is also reported for comparison. The dependence of the 

imaginary impedance component on real component is described by a portion of a slightly 

depressed semicircle, thus EIS spectra were fitted according to the equivalent circuit reported in 

Fig. 11 (see inset), where Rel is the electrolyte resistance, Rox the resistance of the corresponding 

oxide film grown on 316L SS, CPE the constant phase element introduced in order to model the 

non ideal capacitance of the interface under investigation and n is the exponent of the CPE element 

[21]. According to the fitting parameters reported in Tab. 6, Rox is higher than that obtained for the 

native oxide grown by air exposure (see Tab. 5) and their values increase by increasing both 

immersion time and NaClO concentration in simulating solutions. Application of the power-law 

model analysis [24-25] to CPE parameters given in Table 6 assuming  = 12 and limiting value of 

resistivity of 450 Ohm cm taken from calibration of Fe17Cr stainless steel [25], allows to estimate 

the film thickness reported in the same Table 6. According to the power law approach passive films 

grown in 60 mg L-1 solution are thicker than those grown at higher NaClO concentration in contrast 

to the results provided by the XPS analyses. However, since the latter are n-type semiconductors 

with a very low Cr concentration, it is likely that the power law formula provides the space charge 

region width instead of the entire film thickness.

The experimental findings of this work suggest that disinfection in highly concentrated NaClO 

solution can lead to a strong chromium depletion of the passive film with consequent onset of Class 

II rouging phenomena. The passive film during immersion in 6 and 60 g L-1 NaClO solution loses 

NaClO concentration after 168 h of immersion at room temperature and at 45°C. EIS spectra of 

native oxide grown on 316L by air exposure is also reported for comparison. The dependence of the 



chromium with consequent formation of an iron rich hydrated oxide, which is a n-type 

semiconductor but under very high anodic potential (as those measured in this electrolyte) is under 

Fermi level pinning with consequent onset of a potential dependent current dissolution (see scheme 

of Fig. 12). Moreover, since the reduction of ClO- ions produces chloride ions, a localized attack 

(i.e. pitting) can occur on the surface of the SS, whose pitting resistance is less than expected for the 

untreated material, due to the chromium depletion. This phenomenon can be enhanced by using a 

higher temperature (namely 45°C), due to a higher chromium dissolution rate as well as a to a 

reduction of pitting potential [26]. When the disinfection is carried out at pH 8.5, the film is a n-

type semiconductor under reverse bias regime with a low passivation current balanced by the 

dissolution at the metal/film interface, thus accounting for a constant film thickness. 

In ref. [10] the passive films on SS grown during immersion in NaClO solution are described by a 

topotactic model with chromium rich regions of insulating (or semiconducting) behaviour and iron 

rich regions based on magnetite with a high conductivity and, thus, where no charge accumulation 

is possible. The model accounts for a very high capacitance estimated from the impedance spectra 

corresponding to a film thickness without any physical meaning. However, the experimental 

findings of this work suggest a different model for the passive films grown in the disinfection 

solution. The EIS spectra can be easily fitted with just one time constant and the corresponding 

capacitance, estimated using the power law of ref. [24-25], provides physically reasonable 

thickness. Moreover, the corrosion potential reached during the immersion in 6 and 60 g L-1 NaClO 

solutions is so positive that the presence of magnetite is not likely. 

4 - Conclusions

Passivation at open circuit potential was carried out by immersion in different NaClO containing 

solutions in order to simulate disinfection processes. The effect of chlorine concentration, exposure 

time and temperature on passivation kinetics was studied. According to the photoelectrochemical 

characterization of passive films grown on 316L SS, we have found that long time exposure to 

disinfectant solutions lead to the formation of iron – chromium mixed oxide films with an iron 

content that increases by increasing exposure time to aggressive environment, as suggested by XPS 

data. This experimental finding is also supported by PCS measurements. Estimated band gap 

decreases by increasing immersion time and NaClO concentration up to values corresponding to the 

formation of a hydrated iron oxide film. According to the photocurrent transients, passive films 

grown after immersion in simulating solutions are n-type semiconductor, and therefore more 

resistant toward anodic dissolution processes. In spite of their very low chromium content, the oxide 

resistance of passive films, estimated by fitting of EIS spectra, is very high even after long exposure 



time to highly chlorine containing environment. 
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. Potential vs time curves recorded for 168 hours of immersion in 60 mgL-1 (pH ~ 8.4) (red 
line), 6 gL-1 (pH ~ 10.8) (green line) and 60 gL-1 (pH ~ 11.4) (blue line) at a) room temperature and 
b) 45°C.

Fig. 2. Fe 2p3/2, Cr 2p3/2 and O 1s core level spectra after 168 h exposure at room temperature in 60 
mgL-1 (blue line), 6 gL-1 (red line) and 60 gL-1 (green line) NaClO containing solutions.

Fig. 3. Fe 2p3/2, Cr 2p3/2 and O 1s core level spectra after 168 h exposure at 45 °C in 60 mgL-1 (blue 
line), 6 gL-1 (red line) and 60 gL-1 (green line) NaClO containing solutions.

Fig. 4. Polarization curves recorded at 1 mV s-1 in 0.1 M ABE (pH ~ 8) after passivation at the open 
circuit potential in 60 mg L-1 NaClO at a) room temperature and b) 45°C.

Fig. 5. Polarization curves recorded at 1 mV s-1 in 0.1 M ABE (pH ~ 8) after passivation at the open 
circuit potential in 6 g L-1 NaClO at a) room temperature and b) 45°C.

Fig. 6. Polarization curves recorded at 1 mV s-1 in 0.1 M ABE (pH ~ 8) after passivation at the open 
circuit potential in 60 g L-1 NaClO at a) room temperature and b) 45°C.

Fig. 7. Raw photocurrent spectra related to passive films grown on 316L SS with a mirror surface 
finishing after 168 h of immersion at room temperature in disinfection solutions by polarizing 
samples in 0.1 M ABE solution (pH ~ 8) at UE = 0.15 V vs. Ag/AgCl for (a) 0 <  < 200 nm and (b) 

 400nm. (c) (Qph h )0.5 vs h  for passive film grown after 168 h of immersion in 60 mgL-1

NaClO, (d) (Qph h )0.5 vs h  for passive film grown after 168h of immersion in 6 gL-1 NaClO and 
(e) (Qph h )0.5 vs h  for passive film grown after 168h of immersion in 60 gL-1 NaClO.

Fig. 8. Raw photocurrent spectra related to passive films grown on 316L SS with a mirror surface 
finishing after 168 h of immersion at 45°C in disinfection solutions by polarizing samples in 0.1 M 
ABE solution (pH ~ 8) at UE = 0.15 V vs. Ag/AgCl for (a) 0 <  < 200 nm and (b)  400nm. (c) 
(Qph h )0.5 vs h  for passive film grown after 168 h of immersion in 60 mgL-1 NaClO, (d) (Qph h )0.5

vs h  for passive film grown after 168h of immersion in 6 gL-1 NaClO and (e) (Qph h )0.5 vs h  for 
passive film grown after 168h of immersion in 60 gL-1 NaClO.

Fig. 9. Current vs time curves recorded at UE = 0.15 V vs SSC in 0.1 M ABE solution (pH ~ 8) at 
= 280 for passive grown on 316L SS mechanically treated after 168 h of immersion at room 
temperature in a) 60 mgL-1, b) 6 gL-1 and c) 60 gL-1 NaClO in disinfectant solutions.

Fig. 6. Polarization curves recorded at 1 mV s-1-1 in 0.1 M ABE (pH ~ 8) after passivation at the open  in 0.1 M ABE (pH ~ 8) after passivation at the open 
circuit potential in 60 g L-1-1 NaClO at a) room temperature and b) 45°C. NaClO at a) room temperature and b) 45°C.



Fig. 10. Current vs time curves recorded at UE = 0.15 V vs SSC in 0.1 M ABE solution (pH ~ 8) at 
 = 280 nm for passive grown on 316L SS mechanically treated after 168 h of immersion at 45 °C 

in a) 60 mgL-1, b) 6 gL-1 and c) 60 gL-1 NaClO in disinfectant solutions.

Fig. 11. EIS spectra in Nyquist representation for passive films grown on 316L SS after passivation 
at open circuit potential at a) room temperature and b) 45 °C, recorded in 0.1 M ABE solution (pH 
~ 8) at the open circuit potential (UOC ~ 0.1 V vs SSC).

Fig. 12. Scheme relating to passive film/electrolyte interface a) under anodic potential and b) under 
Fermi level pinning where allowed electronic states are reported in red.

Tables

Table 1. Equilibrium potentials for the three possible cathodic processes in the NaClO solutions at 
the corresponding pH.

Table 2. Equilibrium potentials for chromium oxidation to chromate ions at the corresponding pH.



Table 3. Atomic composition of passive layers grown after 168 h of exposure in chlorine containing 
disinfection solutions at room temperature and at 45 °C. Cr / Fe atomic ratio is also reported as a 
function of passivation conditions.

Table 4. Band gap values for passive films grown on 316L SSs with a mirror surface finishing at 
the open circuit potential by immersion for 15 h, 24 h and 168 h in different NaClO containing 
solutions both at room temperature and 45 °C.



Table 5. Fitting parameters of EIS spectra on passive films grown by air exposure on 316L SS 
according to the equivalent circuit reported in the inset of Fig. 11.

Table 5. Fitting parameters of EIS spectra on passive films grown on 316L SS at the open circuit 
potential by immersion in disinfectant solutions under investigation both at room temperature and 
45 °C according to the equivalent circuit reported in the inset of Fig. 11. Thickness values estimated 
according to the power law are also reported.
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Fig. S1. Polarization curves recorded in a) 0.1 M ABE at pH 8 (red line) and b) 0.01 M NaOH pH 
11.5 (blue line).


